We demonstrate that photonic emitter manipulation can be used to image the nanoscale topography of a fluorescently labeled layer in confocal imaging. We exploit the fact that a metallic probe manipulates a fluorophore's photonic environment, and thereby its fluorescent lifetime, in a strongly distance-dependent manner. To image surface topography, a metallic probe that is not in contact with the surface is rasterscanned over a fluorescently labeled sample. The axial position of the probe is kept constant. At each lateral probe position, the fluorescence decay is recorded and analyzed to obtain probe -sample distances and hence, the topography of the sample. We present images resolving a microfabricated step of 14 nm in topography, with the probe positioned at different axial positions.
Introduction
The classical resolution limit of optical imaging has been bypassed by a number of superresolution microscopy methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Great progress has been achieved in increasing lateral resolution, however, obtaining axial superresolution remains challenging [6] . Here we demonstrate photonic emitter manipulation to measure nanoscale topography. Our approach is based on the well-known effect that changes in local density of optical states (LDOS) that fluorophores experience, result in a change of the fluorophore's fluorescence lifetime [7, 8] .
To manipulate the LDOS we use a metallic interface that is placed in proximity to the fluorescently labelled sample. The LDOS is characteristically dependent on the distance between the fluorophore and the metallic interface. Other parameters determining the LDOS and the observed modulation of fluorescence lifetime with distance include the emission wavelength and the orientation of the transition dipole moment of the fluorophore with respect to the metallic interface and the quantum efficiency of the emitters [9, 10] . Changing the distance between the LDOS modifying metallic interface and the fluorophores while keeping the other parameters constant, results in an oscillation of fluorescence lifetime with distance to the metallic interface. This has first been reported by Drexhage in a pioneering experiment in which he measured the lifetime of Eu3 + ions as function of the distance to a silver mirror [11] . Since then, the effect has been demonstrated for various emitter types, including chemical fluorophores [12, 13] , fluorescent proteins [14] and quantum dots [15] . The effect is well understood and can be precisely modeled [9, 10] .
To show that photonic emitter manipulation can be used to obtain nanoscale topographical information we place a metallic probe that modifies the LDOS of fluorophores embedded in a thin layer in close proximity to this layer. We measure the fluorescence lifetime and determine the distance between fluorophores and the LDOS manipulating metallic probe with the help of a calibration curve. We keep the LDOS probe at fixed axial position while rasterscanning the sample. Measuring the lifetimes pixel by pixel, and converting the lifetimes to distances to the probe, allowed us to map the topography of the sample.
The method introduced here is related to the recently developed metal induced energy transfer (MIET) microscopy method. MIET uses the distance dependent quenching of fluorophores by a metal surface to obtain distance information [16, 17] . At the smallest sample to mirror distances described here, MIET microscopy and our approach rely on the same physical mechanism. The LDOS method presented however does not solely rely on quenching of fluorescence but makes use of photonic emitter manipulation. This has a number of advantages: 1) The LDOS manipulating probe can be positioned well outside probe-sample interaction range, which makes it possible to go beyond probing surface-sample interactions. This also leaves the sampled surface accessible to molecular interaction partners.
2) It is possible to tune the dynamic range and axial localization accuracy that can be achieved by positioning the LDOS probe at different initial distances above the sample. 3) The photon count levels are higher since the method does not rely on quenching. Additionally, the overall distances that can be measured are large compared to MIET. 4) The control over the LDOS manipulating probe position allows for recording calibration curves that relate the observed lifetime to distance. The LDOS method therefore does not rely on modelling to relate the obtained data to topography. Compared to AFM, the absence of probe sample interactions makes our method well suited to study the nanoscale topography of soft and easily deformable samples, like the cellular membrane, an area largely uncharted. Here we demonstrate first measurements and show the quantitative detection of a fabricated 14 nm step in topography using our approach for different sample to LDOS probe distances.
Technical realization
Nanoscale distance measurements and topography mapping using LDOS manipulation requires precise positioning of the LDOS manipulating metal probe in the axial direction. Any deviation or error in axial position limits the axial resolution that can be achieved. Maintaining the distance between the LDOS probe and a substrate that carries the sample with nanometer precision is technically challenging. Mechanical vibrations, uneven thermal expansion or any mechanical drift easily change the distances in the order of some hundred nanometers. We recently developed a method based on AFM technology to position a probe above a surface with nanometer accuracy [18] . We use the deflection from an in-contact AFM cantilever as feedback signal to achieve realtime control over the distance d between probe and sample [schematic see Fig. 1 (a)] with: (1) minimal drift over time, (2) a distance between the LDOS manipulating probe and the microcantilever tip that is in-contact with the sample substrate of the order of some hundreds of µm which allows an axial displacement range from in-contact up to 2 µm, and (3) an axial positioning accuracy better than 3 nm.
On the AFM chip we attached a spherical, gold mirror that serves as the LDOS manipulating probe [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The LDOS manipulation-probe is made from a polystyrene bead of 100 µm diameter (4310A, Duke Standards) glued with optical adhesive (NOA61, Norland) to the rigid body of a microcantilever chip (MSCT-UN, Bruker). The chip is sputtered (MESA + Institute for Nanotechnology, Enschede, The Netherlands, in-house build instrument TCOathy) on both sides with a chromium adhesion layer of 3 nm and 90 nm of Au as reflecting layer. Although we are using a sphere and not a flat mirror, the curvature is small compared to the diffraction limited spot size used for confocal sampling. The LDOS probe can therefore be considered as a flat surface. Plotting the thus determined fluorescence lifetime as a function of the sample to LDOS manipulating probe distance shows the well-known oscillation of lifetime with distance to the metallic interface [see Fig. 2(b) ]. We observe different, positive and negative, slopes along the curve. The 2 nm steps of approaching the LDOS probe to the sample can be discriminated even in parts of the curve where the slope is small. 
Imaging nanoscale topography
To test the capability to image nanoscale topography with our LDOS manipulation approach, we fabricated a topography test sample. 10 µm wide grooves were wet-etched into a glass coverslip (Ø 30 mm #1.5 thick, Bioptechs Inc.), resulting a structure of alternating grooves and ridges. The depth of the grooves was characterized with AFM to be 14.2 ± 2.2 nm, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . We then spin coated a thin film of fluorophore containing polymer onto the sample using the approach described for the flat samples. With AFM we observe that coating resulted in a reduction in surface roughness. AFM images confirm a uniform sample coverage with the polymer film and show that the sample topography is retained with a step height of 14.0 ± 1.5 nm [ Fig. 3(b) ]. We first positioned our topography test sample such that both the in-contact microcantilever and the LDOS manipulating probe were positioned on unstructured, flat areas of the sample. We then measured a calibration curve that allowed us to convert measured lifetimes to absolute probe -sample distances. Measuring the calibration curve and topography on one sample excludes errors arising from sample to sample variations. To obtain the calibration curve we measured at a fixed lateral positon. The LDOS manipulating probe was positioned at a set distance of 500 nm from the sample, subsequently the probe approached the surface in steps of 8 nm. At each distance fluorescence decays were measured. The photon collection time was set at 1 sec. To account for less photons due to increased quenching at very small probe to sample distances the collection time was extended to 2 sec for the final 10 steps. Fluorescence decays were fitted to a single exponential and plotted as a function of the distance to LDOS manipulating probe, see Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 . Calibration curve to relate measured fluorescence lifetime to absolute fluorophore to LDOS modifying probe distance. The sample stage of the microscope was used for controlled axial displacement of the sample in steps of 8 nm. Error bars represent the 2σ estimated error of the lifetime fits, the green line is smoothed data using a Sgolay-Savitzky filter. Topography measurements were performed at probe-sample distances corresponding to the colored parts of the curve.
To study the ability to image the step in topography with the LDOS manipulating probe at different probe to sample distances, we located the LDOS manipulating probe above one of the height steps while the in-contact microcantilever remained positioned on an unstructured area of the sample. We selected three probe -sample distances that fall within the three different sections of the ( ) d τ curve mentioned earlier (see colored sections in calibration curve Fig. 4) , namely 240 nm (green), 80 nm (red) and 30 nm (cyan). Imaging was performed by rasterscanning 6 x 6 µm, recording 12 x 12 pixels. Integration time per pixel was 0.5 seconds, excitation power was adjusted to obtain at least 30k counts per decay to enable accurate lifetime fitting.
In the first experiment the probe was positioned to a set distance of 240 nm above the sample (green section of calibration curve in Fig. 4) . At 240 nm the slope of the lifetime -distance curve is moderate (about 0.13 ns / 10 nm) and positive. We rasterscanned the sample, determining the fluorescence lifetime per pixel. This resulted in the fluorescence lifetime image of the etched step, which clearly shows the difference in lifetime between the etched groove (left) and the ridge (right) of the structure [ Fig. 5(a) ]. In the groove we record a lifetime of ~3.92 ± 0.06 ns while we record lifetimes of ~3.71 ± 0.06 ns at the ridge of the sample. To quantify the step in topography we used the recorded ( ) d τ calibration curve to convert the measured lifetimes into absolute distances to the LDOS manipulating probe [ Fig.  5(b) ]. In the obtained image two plateaus are visible. We find one plateau at a determined groove distance to the probe at 251 ± 5 nm and the ridge plateau at 234 ± 6 nm. In a final step we convert the distance to probe map into a topography image. We define the averaged distance in the groove as zero and invert the scale since grooves in the sample are further away from the LDOS manipulating probe than ridges to obtain the topography image [ Fig. 5(c)] . The topography image clearly shows the step in height of 17 ± 8 nm which agrees well with the AFM data.
We find the ridge of the sample to be 234 ± 6 nm from the probe, which is just within the estimated error to the 240 nm that we aimed for. We generally observe small deviations between the set distances and the apparently realized distances. These deviations likely originate from changing height differences between touching point of the in-contact AFM microcantilever and the position of the LDOS manipulating probe due to the sample not being perfectly flat. However, note that these differences between distance aimed for and realized have no influence on the determination of the step height and measured topography of the sample.
In the second experiment we positioned the probe closer to the surface at a set distance of 80 nm above the ridge of the sample (red section of calibration curve in Fig. 4) . At this distance the slope of the lifetime -distance curve is negative (approximately −0.11 ns / 10 nm). Rasterscanning the sample, the two plateaus are clearly visible in the lifetime image. As expected the lifetime image of the topography step is opposite in sign compared to data obtained at a set probe distance of 240 nm above the sample. In the groove we find a lower lifetime (~3.81 ± 0.07 ns) than on the ridge (4.0 ± 0.06 ns). The flip in lifetime confirms that we indeed observe the step as a result of LDOS changes induced by the metal probe. Converting the lifetime image to the distance to the probe image we find the plateau of the groove at 77 ± 5 nm and the plateau of the ridge at 64 ± 3 nm. Once more we observe a small offset between the set and measured distance between probe and the sample. In the topography image the step in topography of 13 ± 6 nm is clearly visible.
For the third experiment we positioned the probe at a set distance of 30 nm from the fluorophore containing film (cyan section of calibration curve in Fig. 4) . This initial part of the lifetime -distance curve gives a small dynamic range with high contrast. Imaging the step with the LDOS probe at set distance of 30 nm above the ridge of the step gives the expected high contrast in lifetime between groove and ridge [ Fig. 5(g) ]. For the groove we find a lifetime of 3.8 ± 0.33 ns and for the ridge of 2.3 ± 0.2 ns, representing 19 ± 2 nm (groove) and 13 ± 1 nm (ridge) distance to the probe [ Fig. 5(h) ]. In the topography image [ Fig. 5(i) ] the step is clearly visible, however, the step height is underestimated to only 6 ± 3 nm. We generally observe lower repeatability of the measurements at such small distances. Additionally, the observed lifetimes tend to deviate from the lifetime predicted at these small distances. The reason for this deviation between measurements and prediction is still unknown, but the observation appears to agree with reports from other groups [20, 21] .
Summarizing, the fabricated height step of 14 nm could be imaged in the different regions
The homogeneous distribution of determined lifetimes in the groove and on the ridge and the absence of systematic lifetime distortions confirm that the moving of the in-contact microcantilever over the sample during rasterscanning does not have a noticeable effect on the probe -sample distance.
In all images we measure two levels separated by the step in topography. The observed distribution of heights in these levels has a number of origins, we recognize three main sources for the observed distributions. 1) The AFM images of the sampled surfaces show a sample roughness on the order of 1.5 nm that will contribute to the distributions of lifetimes we recorded. 2) Any fluctuations in axial position of the probe will result in differences in determined lifetime. We expect these axial position fluctuations to be independent from the actual probe -sample distance. However, the resulting differences in lifetime will depend on the local slope of the lifetime -distance curve. Identical axial displacements result in large variations in observed lifetimes at high slope, compared to low slope distances. We observe exactly this behavior: At set distance 30 nm we determine a standard deviation for the lifetimes of approximately 0.26 ns, while at set distance 240 nm and 80 nm we observe a standard deviation of the lifetimes of about 0.06 ns. However, since the accuracy of the measured topography also directly depends on the slope of the lifetime -distance curve, the larger standard deviation at small distances does not result in increased uncertainty in the topography. Finally, 3) Errors arising from fitting the measured decays. The fitting error decreases with increasing total counts [22] , more detected photons per pixel result in a more accurate determination of the lifetime and hence a more accurate sample topography. The number of available photons per pixel may be limited by the labeling of the sample, and / or the required imaging speed. To gain some insights into the relation between axial resolution and number of photons detected per pixel, we reanalyzed our data. For the three tested probe distances of set distance 240 nm, 80 nm and 30 nm we restricted the number of photons per pixel to 10k, 5k and 1k before fitting the fluorescence lifetimes and converting lifetimes into topography.
In Fig. 6 we present the obtained topography maps for each set distance (rows) and the restricted number of photons (columns). We find the expected increase in noise in the topography images when decreasing the number of photons detected per pixel, resulting from increased uncertainty in the lifetime fit. Using 10k photons per pixel still allows a clear discrimination between groove and ridge for all tested LDOS probe to sample distances. When limiting the photon count to 5k photons per pixel the step in topography is no longer evident for set distances of 80 nm and 240 nm, however the difference in height between the right and left side of the picture is still clearly visible. For a set distance of the LDOS manipulating probe of 30 nm, the topography image based on 5k photons still is very clear, however, the underestimation of the step remains. For set distances of 80 nm and 240 nm taking into account only 1k photons per fluorescence decay results in loss of information in the topography images. For these cases the sampling just 1k photons is clearly not enough. For the set distance of 30 nm the step in topography is still clearly visible, the image does not suffer great loss of quality with a decrease in the number of photons. The underestimation of the step height however, remains. Limiting the number of photons per pixel to 10k and even below, while still being able to observe the step in topography, agrees well with previous work on the accuracy of determining fluorescence lifetimes [22] . It also confirms that the signal levels required for our method are not different from those obtained in fluorescence lifetime imaging, a method well established in various fields, including e.g. live cell imaging [23] .
Summarizing, we presented first measurements of an all optical nanoscale topography imaging method that is based on LDOS manipulation by a metal probe. Our results show that a height step of 14 nm can be imaged with the LDOS manipulation probe at different distances to the emitters. At probe distances of 80 nm and 240 nm we quantitatively image the sample topography. Results obtained with the LDOS manipulation method agree well with AFM measurements. At small sample to probe distances below 30 nm we observe very high contrast topography images, however, we are currently unable to quantitatively map the studied step in topography. Based on restricting the number of detected photons per pixel we show that imaging can be performed at relevant labeling densities and imaging speeds. Our method does not rely on high depletion laser powers like STED microscopy, nor are physical probe-sample interactions like in AFM needed. We therefore believe our method will be especially suited for imaging the nanoscale topography of challenging samples like the cell membrane. The cell membrane is not only soft and easily deformable but also is covered with glycoprotein-polysaccharides that extend some tens of nanometers into the surrounding medium and that interact with any probe in range. The dynamic range for positioning the LDOS manipulation probe is large enough to position the probe out of the glycoprotein interaction regime above the solvent exposed, fluorescently labeled cell membrane. Further our method is fully compatible with established fluorescence labeling methods that are key to current cell research and will therefore be a valuable addition to the toolbox of biophysical approaches in cell biology.
